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Abstract
The voting method described in [Tangian 2017b] has been experimentally approbated during the
2016 election to the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) Student Parliament [Tangian 2017c].
Under this election method, the voters cast no votes but are asked about their preferences on
the policy issues which are declared in the party manifestos (like in voting advice applications,
e.g. German Wahl-O-Mat). Then the degree to which the parties match with the electorate’s
policy profile is expressed by the parties’ indices of popularity (the average percentage of the
voters represented on all the issues) and universality (frequency in representing a majority), and
the parliament seats are distributed among the parties in proportion to their indices. This way
it is hoped to bridge direct and representative democracies and to make the latter ‘more repre-
sentative’ and, respectively, ‘more democratic’. The voters are no longer swayed by politicians’
charisma and communication skills but are directed to subject matters behind personal images,
ideological symbols and populist declarations. It is supposed that a method that focuses on
properties of decisions proposed (e.g., political and economic implications of Brexit) can make
vote more profound and responsible.
Indeed, the 2016 experiment proved that the method can increase the parliament’s represen-
tativeness. At the same time, it revealed that the critical point is the selection of questions by
the electoral committee: they can be favorable for one party and unfavorable for another, or they
can poorly discriminate between the parties, finally causing an equalization of sizes of the party
factions in the parliament (regarded by some as the method’s malfunction). In the given paper,
we describe a similar experiment during the election to the KIT Student Parliament in July 2017,
where the problems mentioned are tackled. The parties are asked to formulate the questions
themselves and to answer all of them, including the questions by other parties. The collected
94 questions are then reduced to 25 using an optimization model aimed at contrasting as much
as possible between the parties by maximizing the total distance between the vectors which
characterize their policy profiles. The 2017 experiment confirms that the alternative election
method significantly increases the parliament representativeness while avoiding the accusation
of partiality in the question selection. However, the equalization of parliament factions is still
persisting. Analyzing this effect, we find that the student parties’ positions are insufficiently
diverse to reflect voters’ policy preferences, meaning that the student parties fail to consistently
represent electorate groups, representing different sets of voters on each issue. In mathematical
terms, the question selection based on maximizing the distance between the party vectors re-
duces their space location almost to a two-dimensional plane, which is inadequate to represent
the multi-dimensional space of voters’ policy profiles. To surmount this effect it is suggested to
replace the actual question selection criterion by the one which enhances the multi-dimensional
space location of the party policy profiles.
Keywords: Policy representation, representative democracy, direct democracy, elections,
coalitions, theory of voting.
JEL Classification: D71
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1 Introduction: Current Goals and Further Challenges
Historical Roots and Current Context The late 18th century founding debate on political
representation focused primarily on two questions: Who should be represented?, i.e. who is
entitled to vote (males or also females, with which civil and property status, etc.) and Who can
be a representative? (sons of the constituency or all trusted citizens, taxpayers of a certain level,
etc.) [Manin 1997]. The question What should be represented?, i.e. which policies should be
pursued on behalf of the electorate and how well the political system represents the electorate’s
policy preferences, was of secondary importance. The latter started to be widely discussed only in
the 1960s when the dedicated notion of policy representation was coined [Miller and Stokes 1963,
Pitkin 1967].
In elections, the question Who? still outbalances the question What?, and voting for can-
didates or parties by name bears some of the responsibility for that. People often pay more
attention to the personal image of politicians than to party manifestos or even ideological plat-
forms and, casting votes that are actually in opposition to their own policy preferences, elect
those who do not represent their interests. This phenomenon of irrational voting behavior and
this type of election failure are analyzed in [Tangian 2017a] using as example the 2013 German
federal election.
Since the end of the 1990s, policy representation has attracted more attention, in particular
due to the internet propagation of voting advice applications (VAAs) which run under various
names in about 20 countries [Garzia and Marschall 2014, Vote match Europe 2014]. For in-
stance, the pioneering Dutch VAA is called StemWijzer (= VoteMatch) [Pro demos 2014], and
its German version is called Wahl-O-Mat — an invented word derived from Wahl (Election)
and Automate, something like ‘Elect-O-Mat’ [Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung 2014]. The
VAA user is asked questions on topical policy issues (Introduce nationwide minimum wage?
Yes/No; Introduce a speed limit on the motorways? Yes/No; etc.); the computer program,
drawing on the parties’ answers to these same questions, finds for the user the best-matching
party, the second-best-matching party, etc. This method removes the emotional aspect from the
evaluation of the parties, relying instead on their representative capability alone.
Alternative Election Method [Tangian 2017b] describes an alternative election method
which uses a VAAs-like questionnaire instead of ballots wherein the name of favorite party must
be ticked. However, unlike in the VAAs which prompt individual choices, the alternative election
method is based on revealing the collective policy profile of the electorate with the balance of
public opinion determined for every question. In other words, voting by name is replaced with
several referenda, which are used to measure the degree to which the parties’ policy profiles
declared during the electoral campaign match with the policy profile of the electorate. Then the
parliament seats are distributed among the parties in proportion to their indices of popularity
(the average percentage of the population represented on the issues) and universality (frequency
in representing a majority). This way it is hoped to bridge direct and representative democracies
and to make the latter ‘more representative’ and, respectively, ‘more democratic’. Of course,
a (weighted) combination with common voting by name is feasible — not to ignore the voters’
party identification, trust in certain parties and distrust in others, etc.
In [Tangian 2017a], this election procedure is hypothetically applied to redistribute seats in
the 2013 German Bundestag (federal parliament), achieving a significant gain in its representa-
tiveness. The electorate’s policy profile is constructed from 36 public opinion polls preceding the
election, and the party positions are taken from the 2013 Wahl-O-Mat. Since the public opinion
polls have differing levels of reliability and relevance to the 2013 election, the conclusions — as
they are based on imperfect data — can be considered only with reservations.
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The 2016 Third Vote Experiment To judge more definitively the advantages of the election
method proposed, one needs real experiments with real electoral ballots. This paper describes
the second experiment of this type — ‘The Third Vote’ — conducted during the election of the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) Student Parliament (StuPa), July 3–7, 2017, which is
designed taking into account the drawbacks of the first experiment in July 2016.1 ‘The Third
Vote’ complements the usual German two-vote system2 with an additional vote in the form of a
questionnaire, including 25 questions of the 2017 StuPa-O-Mat — the KIT analogy of the Wahl-
O-Mat. Like the hypothetical application of the alternative election method in [Tangian 2017a],
the experiment shows that the representativeness of a parliament can be increased. At the
same time, it makes clear that there are some points inherent both in VAAs and the alternative
election method proposed which need to be taken into account.
As already observed in the first experiment, one of most critical points is the selection of
questions and their wordings. For VAAs, it is the responsibility of a supposedly neutral official
commission, providing that certain criteria are met. Since it is nearly impossible to fulfill this
task impartially, there is a risk of manipulating the VAA’s advices by posing questions favorably
for one candidate party and unfavorably for others. In the case of elections, the consequences can
be much graver. To avoid this, it is proposed that each party draws up a number of questions
itself and shares them with all other parties, giving them an opportunity to make positions
comparable. This process, if considered part of the electoral campaign, would exclude all claims
of partiality in the selection and formulation of questions.
However, allowing the candidates (parties) to propose the questions themselves has three
shortcomings. Firstly, they could be too numerous for inclusion into electoral ballots. For
instance, if each of 30 German parties is entitled to five questions, their total number rises
to 150 — then most VAA users and/or voters would likely just skip most of them. Secondly,
if the questions are numerous, some, though formulated differently, could in fact treat the
same topic, resulting in its overweight compared with others. Thirdly, certain questions can be
redundant, particularly those which receive the same answer from all candidate parties. If such
redundant questions or those which poorly discriminate between the parties are numerous, then
the parties’ indices of representativeness are too close to each other, causing a malfunction of
both the VAA and the alternative election method. Indeed, in this case the parties seem almost
equally representative for the VAA users, and the third vote results in party parliament factions
of almost equal size. This effect has already been observed in the 2016 experiment. As follows
from Figure 3 in [Tangian 2017c], the direct vote discriminates between the most and the least
successful parties by a factor of 6 (FiPS with 33.7% and Rosa with 5.6% of the votes), whereas
the mean indices of the most and the least representative parties differ only by a factor of 2
(Juso with a mean index of 63% and Rosa with 34%).
The 2017 Experiment and Its Implications To surmount these shortcomings, the ques-
tions included in the electoral ballots should be rather few yet maximally distinguish between
the parties. To optimally select the questions both for VAAs and the proposed election method,
we use the model from [Tangian 2017d]. The design of our second experiment assumes that
all the participating parties suggest several dichotomous questions on university policies (with
Yes/No answers). In our experiment, we received a total of 94 questions. Then all the parties
answer to all the questions, also to those by other parties. Thereby, we obtain parties’ policy
profiles — the 94-vectors of their Yes/No answers. Since the KIT electoral committee restricts
1See the internet page of the experiment with a documentary film [Amrhein et al. 2016, KIT 2016b]
shoot for the [World Forum for Democracy 2016] and [Dittrich and Tangian 2017, Kinkel 2017].
2The first vote is for an individual representative of the constituency and the second vote is for a
party. Since the latter determines the proportion of parliament factions, the second vote is decisive; see
[Tangian 2017a].
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the list of questions to 25 for both the StuPa-O-Mat and the experiment, the model selects 25
questions out of 94 that best contrast between the parties by maximizing the total distance
between the party policy profiles reduced to 25 items. Thereby, it was hoped (a) to avoid the
need for any ‘neutral commission’ who selects and formulates questions, (b) to restrict questions
to a reasonable number, and (c) to reduce the effect of equalizing parliament factions.
Despite of the careful design of the 2017 experiment, we have attained only goals (a) and
(b) but not (c). The election results are similar to that of the year 2016 — a significant gain
in the parliament representativeness (even higher than in the first experiment) at the price
of equalization of the parties’ parliament factions. A possible explanation of the latter is as
follows. In traditional elections, each party is supported exclusively by their voters, so that the
electorate is divided into as many groups as the number of parties. Big parties have numerous
voters, as opposed to small parties which have rather few. In elections based on the indices of
representativeness, each party on each issue is supported by either the group of protagonists or
that of antagonists. In a sense, the adherents of large parties ‘vote’ simultaneously for the small
parties that share the same position. This voter union effect contributes to the indices of small
parties, resulting in equalization of the indices and, correspondingly, of parliament factions.
The equalization effect is aggravated if the parties’ positions are insufficiently diverse. To
test this, we apply the principal component analysis to two sets of policy profiles: of the voters
and of the parties. It turns out that the spatial location of the parties’ policy profiles is well
approximated by a two-dimensional subspace (plane), whereas the set of voters’ policy profiles
is by far not that low-dimensional. This means that the student parties do not capture the
diversity of the electorate’s policy preferences. Since no student party sufficiently increases the
dimensionality of the student parliament’s representative coverage, their contributions to the
parliaments’ policy representation are more or less similar, implying a small variance of party
indices of representativeness which results in the equalization of parliament factions.
To surmount this effect it is suggested to replace the actual question selection criterion based
on the maximal distance between the party policy profiles by the one which enhances the multi-
dimensionality of their spatial location. The relevant calculations demonstrate that the selection
of questions should be drastically different, but it is difficult to make any definitive statement
about the validity of such a criterion without another experiment.
Section 2, ‘The 2017 Official and Experimental Elections to the KIT Student Parliament’,
introduces the context of the 2017 Karlsruhe Institute of Technology Student Parliament election.
Section 3, ‘Selection of Questions for the StuPa-O-Mat and Experimental Election’, describes
the preparation of the experimental election.
Section 4, ‘Results of the 2017 Electoral Experiment’, deals with the statistics of the outcomes
of the experimental election and the treatment of missing data.
In Section 5, ‘Policy Representation by the Student Parties and the Student Parliament’,
the indices of popularity and universality to measure policy representation of both the student
parties and the Student Parliament are computed from the experimental election data.
In Section 6, ‘Evaluation of Coalitions’, the representativeness of eligible coalitions of the
hypothetical KIT Student Parliament, as if elected with the experimental ballots, is estimated.
In Section 7, ‘Equalization of the StuPa Factions under the Experimental Election’, we
analyze the cause, why the experimental election equalizes the sizes of the Student Parliament
factions.
Section 8, ‘Discussion: Current Challenges and Further Goals’, suggests to modify the pro-
cedure for selecting questions to the end of reducing the effect of equalization of parliament
factions.
In Section 9, ‘Summary’, the results of the paper are recapitulated and put into context.
Section 11, ‘Annex: Complete Parties’ Answers to 94 Questions in German and English’,
contains explanations of the party positions on 94 issues in two languages.
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2 The 2017 Official and Experimental Elections to the KIT Stu-
dent Parliament
German student parliaments are university representative bodies established according to the
laws of the corresponding German state. In the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), the
Student Parliament (StuPa) is constituted under the rules of the state of Baden-Württem-
berg. Its responsibilities include electing officers to the executive organ of the student body,
AStA (Allgemeiner Studierendenausschuss = General Committee of Students), making deci-
sions about the budget of the student body and participating in the university commissions and
councils. During the semester, the StuPa meets bi-weekly and the meetings are open to the
public [AStA 2017, StuPa 2017].
Elections to the StuPa are held every summer, and all the KIT students are eligible to vote.
The StuPa seats are distributed among student parties in proportion to the number of votes
they receive in elections. The 2017/18 StuPa consists of 25 members from seven student parties,
most of which are nationwide and some having international affiliations; see Table 1.
Four student parties, Juso, LHG, die Linke.SDS and die LISTE, are closely associated with
and supported by German political parties. Two parties, the RCDS and Rosa Liste, are close
to the established political parties or organizations but declare their independence. And the
FiPS is a local student organization of the KIT that is autonomous. It should be noted that
the German student organizations are not related one-to-one with their corresponding political
parties, as they have discrete historical roots. They prefer to call themselves ‘a group’, ‘an
alliance’, ‘a list’, ‘an association’ or even ‘a faculty experience’, thereby emphasizing relaxed
forms of adherence and/or no self-identification as real parties.
Of the 23,715 persons eligible to vote, 3126 took part in the election and cast 3114 valid
ballots; 12 were deemed invalid. Thus, the turnout was 13.2%. The results are displayed in Ta-
ble 1, and the complete official report is downloadable from [Endgueltige Wahlergebnisse 2017].
For more information about the StuPa and the 2017 StuPa election see the KIT student journal
[Ventil 2017].
The AStA webpage has a link to the StuPa-O-Mat, the KIT adaptation of the Wahl-O-Mat
for the StuPa election. Unlike all the previous elections, the 2017 StuPa-O-Mat questions are
formulated not by the electoral committee as before, but by the parties themselves. According
to the electoral committee’s requirement, the total number of 94 questions is reduced to 25,
using a dedicated mathematical model described below.
The 2017 StuPa election was held during July 3–7, 2017. During the 2017 official election to
the KIT Student Parliament, a parallel experimental election was organized. In addition to the
official electoral ballot with seven student party names, each voter was offered an experimental
ballot to be filled in on voluntary basis; see Figure 1. From 3126 students who took part in the
official election, 929 filled in the experimental ballot, which had to be done on the voluntary
basis. Many students were discouraged from the participation in the experiment by the length
of the ballot with its 25 StuPa-O-Mat questions. Some of them started to fill in the ballot but
stopped after having answered a few questions, and some might have answered questions rather
irrationally. Finally, only 831 out of 929 experimental ballots are retained for further processing.
The experimental ballot is entitled ‘The Third Vote’ because it complements the German
two-vote system with an additional vote in the form of embedded referenda. The preamble
to the ballot explains the goal of the experiment — and that it does not impact the official
election. For analysis purposes, Question 1.1 asks to indicate the party he/she voted for in the
official ballot, and Question 1.2 specifies the degree to which the StuPa-O-Mat had influenced
the choice. The following Questions 1.3–1.52 deal with the issues on the university policies and
weights of their importance — exactly like in the 2017 StuPa-O-Mat.
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Table 1: Student parties in the 2017 election to the KIT Student Parliament and the official
election results
Party logo Party description Votes
Num %
FiPS (Fachschaftserfahrung im Parlament der Studierenden
= Faculty experience in the parliament of students). A local
student organization of the KIT, independent of established
political parties; dedicated, close to students.
http://www.fips-ka.org/
1134 38.3
Juso (Junge Sozialisten = Young Socialists). The youth wing
of the SPD (Social Democratic Party of Germany). Promotes
freedom, equality, and solidarity; open discussion; democracy
in all parts of society, having an impact on all parts of society;
representation in many forums.
http://www.jusos-karlsruhe.de/
410 13.9
LHG (Bundesverband Liberaler Hochschulgruppen = Federal
Association of Liberal Students Groups). Associated with the
FDP (Free Democratic Party). Liberal, ideology-free.
www.lhg-karlsruhe.de
391 13.2
Die Linke.SDS (Die Linke. Sozialistisch-Demokratischer
Studierendenverband = The Left. Social Democratic Stu-
dents’ Alliance). The student organization of die Linke (The
Left). Promotes a more social, ecological, feminist and sus-
tainable university; separation between economic system and
research and supporting students with social projects.
http://www.linke-sds.org/
382 12.9
Die LISTE. Liste für basisdemocratische Initiative, Studium,
Tierzucht und Elitenbeförderung (List for Grass-Roots Demo-
cratic Initiatives, Education, Animal Breeding and Promo-
tion of Elites), the youth organization of die PARTEI (Party
for Labour, Rule of Law, Animal Protection, Promotion of
Elites and Grassroots Democratic Initiative), a small party
with parodical character. Promotes humanization of studies,




RCDS (Ring christlich-demokratischer Studenten = Associ-
ation of Christian Democratic Students). Stands politically
near the German conservative union CDU/CSU (Christian
Democratic Union/Christian Social Union). Promotes prag-
matic and factual thinking, representing the student body
without ideological influence; aiming for an ideal development




Rosa Liste (Pink List). Close to Schwullesbische WählerIn-
neninitiative Rosa Liste München (the Munich Gay and Les-
bian Voters Initiative Pink List). Promotes allowing anyone
to study regardless of financial, physical, mental, or family
obstacles. Stands for a more peaceful and ethical university,






Figure 1: Scanner-ready double-sided electoral ballot for the 2017 Third Vote experiment (orig-
inally of A4 size)
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Figure 1: (Continued) Scanner-ready double-sided electoral ballot for the 2017 Third Vote ex-
periment (originally of A4 size)
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3 Selection of Questions for the StuPa-O-Mat and Experimental
Election
During the 2017 electoral campaign, the seven eligible student parties were asked to formulate
the key questions on the university policies. After the total list of 94 questions was collected, it
was sent to all the parties for their answers and explanations of their positions. The list of all
94 questions with the party No/Neutral/Yes-answers coded −1/0/+1, respectively, is shown in
Table 2. The coded answers constitute the (94× 7)-matrix B used in computations.
The next step is reducing the number of questions while accentuating the differences between
the parties. We define the latter to be the total distance between the party policy profiles
displayed in Table 2:
Total Euclidean distance =
∑
i<j






[B(q, i)−B(q, j)]2 ,
where
i, j are indices of the columns of matrix B, associated with the parties,
: denotes the full range of matrix rows; in the case of matrix B, the symbol : denotes its row
numbers 1 : 94 = 1, 2, . . . , 94,
B(:, i) is the ith column and B(:, j) is the jth column of matrix B,
q are indices of the rows of matrix B, associated with the questions.
To select 25 questions that maximize the total Euclidian distance between the columns of







[B(q, i)−B(q, j)]2 .
The exhaustive search on all the combinations of 25 out of 94 questions would be too long,
so that we apply a two-step procedure. At first we reduce the list of 94 questions to 30 by a
stepwise rejection of those questions that contribute the least to the total Euclidean distance,
as described in [Tangian 2017d].
To select 25 out of 94 questions that maximize the total Euclidean distance between the
party profiles, one would perform an exhaustive search, solving the optimization model. Since we
consider both the full-sized matrix B and its reduced versions with fewer rows (fewer questions),
it is difficult to see the gain in the total distance between the matrix columns. To make the
total distances comparable, we consider the total normalized distance, that is, divide the sum of
the squared distances by m = vertical size of B (number of questions retained):













[B(q, i)−B(q, j)]2 .
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Table 2: Positions of seven student parties on all 94 questions

























1 Parents-Child-Learing space. Should the student body
still offer a Parents-Child-Learing space? (It is no longer
possible to run the Kinderkiste — an AStA arrangement
for student mothers and fathers who take care of kids of
other students during their classes
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 Equal opportunities for the ill and disable. The student
body should stronger promote equal opportunities for the
chronic ill and disable.
1 1 1 1 1 1 0
3 General political engagemnt of student parliament. The
student parlament should more often position itself on
general policy issues.
−1 0 1 −1 1 1 −1
4 Collaboration with the city of Karlsruhe. The student
body should closer collaborate with the city of Karlsruhe.
1 1 1 0 1 1 1
5 Modernization of lecture halls. The student body should
financially contribute to the modernization of the KIT
auditoriums.
−1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
6 Replacement of basic lectures (which are hold during the
first three semesters). Basic lectures should be replaced
with teaching materials and online courses.
−1 −1 −1 −1 0 −1 −1
7 Options for basic lectures (which are hold during the first
three semesters). Basic lectures should be supported with
teaching material and online courses.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 Fewer student deputies in the university commitees. The
number of student deputies in university councils and
committees should be reduced.
−1 −1 −1 1 −1 −1 −1
9 More video surveillance at the Southern Campus. There
should be more video surveillance at the southern campus.
−1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0
10 Compulsury module on ethics in research and science.
The student body should promote a compulsory module
on ethics in research and science in all courses of studies.
−1 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1
11 Lower semester contribution to the student body. The
semester contribution to the student body should be re-
duced from 5.99 to 5.30 EUR, which suffices to cover its
real expenses.
1 1 −1 1 −1 1 1
12 Expanding the AStA team assistance to full-time job. The
AStA team assistence (who assists AStA in renting, ac-
counting and daily routines) should be expanded to full-
time job.
−1 1 1 −1 1 0 −1
13 Abolish the AStA team assistence job. The job of AStA
team assistence (who assists AStA in renting, accounting
and daily routines) should be abolished.
−1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0 1
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Table 2: (continued) Positions of seven student parties on all 94 questions

























14 Reduce student contributions for AStA referents. The stu-
den contributions for AStA referents should be reduced if
they do little work.
1 −1 −1 1 −1 1 1
15 No contribution for AStA referents. Student contriibu-
tions for AStA referents should be abolished.
−1 −1 −1 0 −1 −1 1
16 Payments for paricipation in StuPa sessions. The StuPa
deputies should be paid for participation in the StuPa
sessions.
−1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 −1
17 Projects ‘against the right’. The student body should be
increasingly involved in projects ‘Against the right’.
1 1 1 −1 1 1 −1
18 Bicycle trailer rental. The student body should run a
bicycle trailer rental.
1 1 1 −1 1 1 0
19 Part-time studying. It should be possible to study part-
time at the KIT.
0 1 1 1 1 1 0
20 Further use of the exposure unit. For a meaningful reuse
of the exposure unit (to make posters etc.) the printery
of SSV (Student Service Verein) should create possibilities
to make printing plates.
−1 0 1 0 1 0 0
21 New floor for the Hall (AKK). The hall in the old stadium
(AKK) should be equipped with a new floor.
1 1 0 −1 1 −1 0
22 No career fair at the Forum. The KIT career fair should
no longer take place at the Forum. (Every year a career
fair takes place at the Forum for three days. The tent and
other equipment damage the grass at the Forum severely.)
1 0 1 −1 1 1 −1
23 No events at the Forum. The forum should no longer be
used for events.
−1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 −1
24 More event venues. The student body should promote
more venues for events with more than 200 people at the
Southern Campus.
1 0 1 −1 0 −1 −1
25 No Unifest. The Unifest should be abolished. −1 −1 −1 0 −1 −1 −1
26 Smaller Unifest. The Unifest should be organized at a
smaller scale. (The annual Unifest at the campus has one
main and several smaller stages.)
−1 −1 0 1 0 −1 −1
27 Cultural focus of the Unifest. The Unifest should focus
more on culture.
0 0 0 −1 1 −1 −1
28 No sponsoring for the Unifest. The Unifest should not be
sponsored.
−1 −1 0 −1 −1 −1 −1
29 StuPa election in winter. The StuPa elections should be
moved to the winter semester.
−1 −1 0 −1 −1 0 −1
30 Postal vote. The postal vote should be more strongly
advertised and financed by the student body (including
postage).
1 1 1 1 1 0 −1
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Table 2: (continued) Positions of seven student parties on all 94 questions

























31 Vegetable garden on the forum. There should be a veg-
etable garden at the Forum.
−1 1 0 −1 0 −1 −1
32 No losses from the Unifest. The Unifest should cause no
losses.
1 0 0 1 1 1 1
33 Free distribution of budget surpluses. Budget surpluses
should be distributed to the students in the form of free
drinks or chocolate.
−1 0 −1 −1 −1 1 −1
34 More services by AStA. AStA’s advisory service should be
expanded.
1 1 1 0 0 0 −1
35 Consultation hours of AStA referents. Every AStA refer-
ent should have regular office hours.
1 −1 1 1 0 −1 1
36 Fewer student applicants for a proposal in StuPa. Number
of students required for a proposal in StuPa should be
reduced from 25 to five.
−1 −1 1 −1 1 0 −1
37 Stricter presence in the student parliament. StuPa
deputies have to leave the StuPa instead of hitherto five
already after three times of unauthorized absence.
1 −1 0 −1 1 1 −1
38 Student contributions to the AStA graphic design office.
The AStA graphic design office is important and should
be continued to be financed from student contributions.
1 1 1 0 1 −1 −1
39 Expansion of the AStA staff. More people should be em-
ployed by AStA.
−1 1 1 −1 −1 0 −1
40 Student body’s involvement in the city policy. Student
body should be more involved in the city policy.
1 1 1 −1 1 0 −1
41 queer lectures. Queer lectures (open lectures on question-
able topics) should be continued.
1 1 1 0 1 −1 −1
42 Offer of self-defense training. The student body should
provide a self-defense training for students.
−1 1 1 −1 1 1 −1
43 First-aid couse from the student body fee. First-aid courses
for faculties, university groups etc. should be financed
from the student body fee (the current student body fee
is 5.99 Euro).
1 1 1 1 1 1 −1
44 Longer duration of studies. Normal study period for all
courses should be increased.
−1 1 1 1 1 1 −1
45 Re-introduction of diploma. Diploma should be reintro-
duced.
−1 0 0 0 −1 1 1
46 BAFöG. Student body should commit itself to a higher
BAFöG rate (statutory grants for students).
1 1 1 −1 1 1 −1
47 Annnual general meeting of student body. A general meet-
ing of the student body must held at least once a year.
−1 −1 1 −1 0 −1 −1
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Table 2: (continued) Positions of seven student parties on all 94 questions

























48 Involvement of postgraduates in the student body. Enrolled
doctoral students should be involved more in the student
body.
0 1 1 −1 1 0 −1
49 Subsidizing the canteen from the student union fees. Can-
teen prices are too high and should be subsidized from
higher student union fees.
1 0 0 −1 0 −1 −1
50 AStA – city council communication. AStA should regu-
larly exchange information with the city council.
1 1 1 1 1 0 1
51 Goldfish pond at the Forum. A goldfish pond should be
built at the Forum.
−1 0 −1 −1 1 −1 −1
52 Larger office for AStA. The KIT should give AStA a larger
office with water supply.
1 1 1 −1 1 0 −1
53 General availability of the Audimax. The Audiomax sem-
inar rooms A and B should not be exclusively avaible for
the presidium and other unregular events.
1 1 1 1 1 0 −1
54 Rooms for student groups. The KIT should make available
more rooms for student groups.
1 1 1 1 1 0 0
55 Availability of seminar rooms at the learning center. The
seminar rooms at the learning center should be available
for student groups in the evening.
1 1 1 1 1 1 −1
56 Subsidizing theater groups. Theatre groups should get
more funding.
−1 1 1 −1 0 0 −1
57 No printing AStA-Ventil. The AStA-Ventil (magazine)
should not be printed anymore.
−1 −1 0 0 −1 0 0
58 Information in English. The student body should privide
more information in English, for example for invitations
to meetings.
1 1 1 1 0 −1 0
59 Fewer StuPa delegates. The number of StuPa delegates
should be reduced.
−1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1
60 Foreign student quotas. There should be compulsory quo-
tas for foreign students in every course of studies.
0 −1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1
61 Smaller shares of faculty student bodies in the united stu-
dent body’s budget. Faculty student bodies should get less
money from the budget of the united student body.
−1 −1 −1 −1 0 0 −1
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Table 2: (continued) Positions of seven student parties on all 94 questions

























62 Accession of the student body to the fzs. The student body
should enter the fzs (Free Union of Student Bodies - na-
tionwide non-partisan umbrella organization of student
bodies, which represents students at the national level,
being a member of the European Students Union). The
membership currently costs 40ct per student per semester.
−1 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1
63 Abolition of the united student body. The united student
body should be abolished.
−1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0
64 Better representation of the stydying for a school teaching
degree at KIT. The stydying for a school teaching degree
at KIT should be better represented and supported.
0 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1
65 Revocability of AStA referents. The withrdawl of AStA
referents by a non-confidence vote should be made possi-
ble.
−1 −1 0 1 1 1 1
66 AStA internet domain. The internet domain asta-kit.de
should be used, not asta.kit.edu.
−1 −1 0 0 0 0 0
67 Financing sofas for faculty student bodies. Sofas for fac-
ulty student bodies should not be paid by the united stu-
dent body.
−1 −1 0 1 −1 0 0
68 More dormitory rooms of the student union. The sudent
union should offer more dormitory rooms.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
69 Female quota for KIT employees. KIT should introduce
an extensive female quota.
−1 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1
70 Civil clause at KIT. KIT, including the Southern campus,
should adopt the civil clause – a self-commitment for non-
military research. Source:
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zivilklausel
0 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1
71 General tuition fees. There should be general tuition fees. −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
72 Politicizing the student engagement. Student engagement
should become more politicized.
0 1 1 −1 0 0 −1
73 Vegan and organic food. Canteens and cafeterias should
extend the offer of vegan and organic meals.
0 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1
74 No late courses. For reasons of family friendliness there
should be no courses after 5 PM.
−1 1 1 −1 0 −1 −1
75 Extended e-Learning offer. E-learning offers should be
extended.
1 1 1 1 1 0 1
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Table 2: (continued) Positions of seven student parties on all 94 questions

























76 More content beyond the courses’ subject domains. The
amount of content beyond the courses’ subject domains
should be increased.
0 1 1 0 0 −1 0
77 Abolishing the maximal duration of study. The maximal
duration of study should be abolished.
−1 1 1 1 1 1 −1
78 Guaranteed master places for internal KIT applicants.
The master places for internal KIT applicants should be
guaranteed.
1 1 1 1 1 1 0
79 Guaranteed kindergarten places. There should be guar-
anteed kindergarten places on the campus area for the
children of KIT employees and students.
0 1 1 1 1 0 1
80 Room for the student body. There should be more rooms
for the student body, also for permanent use.
1 1 1 0 0 0 −1
81 Off-peak ticket with the semester fee. There should
be a Baden-Württemberg-wide off-peak ticket with the
semester fee.
−1 0 1 −1 1 1 −1
82 Less competition between universities. There should be
less competition between the German universities.
−1 1 1 −1 1 1 −1
83 No numerus clausus. There should be no numerus clausus
for courses of studies.
−1 1 1 −1 −1 1 −1
84 Sexism is a problem. Sexism is a current problem at the
KIT.
1 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1
85 Gender-neutral toilets. There should be gender-neutral
toilets on the campus area.
0 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1
86 Advertisement in the campus area. Advertisement in the
campus area should be strongly reduced.
−1 0 1 −1 1 −1 −1
87 Unconditioned BAFöG (statutory subsidies for students).
BAFöG (statutory subsidies for students) should generally
be paid regardless of the parental income.
−1 1 1 1 1 1 1
88 No tuition fees. There should be no tuition or education
fee for non-EU citizens or students in the second university
education.
1 1 1 −1 1 0 −1
89 Vegan meals at the canteen. There should be a vegan
menu at the canteen.
−1 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1
90 University transrapid. There should be built a transrapid
between the Southern and Nothern campuses.
−1 −1 −1 −1 1 1 −1
91 Content in university politics. Content is important in
university politics.
1 1 1 1 1 −1 1
92 Toiletries in restrooms. There should be free toiletries in
all restrooms of the Southern campus.
−1 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1
93 More desks to study during exams. There should be more
desks to study during the exam weeks.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
94 House of student body. A house of student body should
be built at the Southern campus.
1 0 1 −1 1 0 −1
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The stepwise rejection of questions is traced in Table 3. The short list of 30 questions
obtained by the stepwise rejection is shown in Table 4. The final selection of 25 questions is
obtained by the exhaustive search from the short list. The bottom section of Table 4 shows
the evaluation of the short and final lists of questions. As one can see, the final selection of 25
question provides a somewhat higher discrimination between the parties.
Table 4 shows also the questions with identical positions of all the seven parties (i.e. equal
rows of matrix B). It is done to assist the (manual) search for the questions which are essentially
the same but differ only in formulation. Here, only Questions 44 and 77 are very similar; however,
the experiment organizers have decided to retain both, because of their high importance.
The selected 25 questions were included in the 2017 StuPa-O-Mat and had to be used also
in the experimental electoral ballot. However, due to a human error, the experimental ballot
contains Question 43 instead of Question 42 (Question 1.25 in Figure 1).
4 Results of the 2017 Electoral Experiment
Tables 5–6 display the experimental ballots’ statistics. The total number of electoral ballots
collected is 929, and the cross-table 5 provides the figures for the answers to Questions 1.1 and
1.2. The last column of the table shows that some voters indicate their favorite party but do not
indicate their relation to the StuPa-O-Mat. The bottom row of the table signalizes that some
indicate their relation to the StuPa-O-Mat but do not provide their favorite party. The ballots
with such incomplete information are not usable for our model and are deleted.
Table 6 provides the figures on answers to questions q = 1, . . . , 25 and their weights µqi = 1, 2,
where the ballot numbers i = 1, . . . , 831. For questions with no weighting, we assume that the
weighting is single, not double, i.e. µqi = 1. There are also 354 non-answered questions with
assigned weights. We assume that this can mean a neutral position to an important question. In
the model, the question weights are proportional to the mean weights assigned to the questions,




µqi, q = 1, . . . , 25
and then normalize the question weights, obtaining vector of weights µ:
µ =
{µq : q = 1, . . . , 25}∑25
q=1 µq
.
After all the deletions and corrections, 831 ballots are retained for processing, whose statistics
are shown in Tables 7–8.
The statistics of positive/negative/neutral answers to 25 selected questions in the experi-
mental ballots are collected in Table 9. The questions are numbered as in the experimental
electoral ballot; their numbers in the total list of 94 questions are given in parentheses.
Table 9 is visualized in Figure 2. The blue bars depict the balance of opinions in five voter
groups as given in Table 9. For each question and each set of voters, the blue segment to the
left of the vertical 0-axis shows the percentage of antagonists, and the blue segment on the right
hand shows the percentage of protagonists. To better visualize the majority opinion, the total
length of the blue bar is normalized (proportionally extended to 100%) and shown by a box.
The majority opinion is on the side where the box surpasses the ±50% limit. For instance, the
majority opinion on Question 1 in all three voter sets is ‘Yes’. The party positions are shown by
the parties’ color bars on the left-hand (‘No’) or right-hand (‘Yes’) side of the chart. The length
of the party bars for each voter group is the percentage of votes received by the party within
this group. For a missing party answer, its color bar is also missing.
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Table 3: Stepwise reduction of the list of 94 questions by maximizing at each step the total





















































































































Table 4: Short and final lists of 30 and 25 questions, respectively, and the questions with highly
(also highly negatively) correlated party positions (|ρ| > 0.99)
Questions in the short list Final list Correlated questions
3 General political engagemnt of student parliament. The student... × 81
10 Compulsury module on ethics in research and science. The student body... × 14 62 69 89 92
11 Lower semester contribution to the student body. The semester... ×
14 Reduce student contributions for AStA referents. The studen... × 10 62 69 89 92
17 Projects ‘against the right’. The student body should be increasingly... × 46
22 No career fair at the Forum. The KIT career fair should no longer take...
35 Consultation hours of AStA referents. Every AStA referent should have... ×
36 Fewer student applicants for a proposal in StuPa. Number of students... ×
37 Stricter presence in the student parliament. StuPa deputies have to... ×
38 Student contributions to the AStA graphic design office. The AStA... × 41
39 Expansion of the AStA staff. More people should be employed by AStA. ×
41 queer lectures. Queer lectures (open lectures on questionable topics)... × 38
42 Offer of self-defense training. The student body should provide a... × 82
44 Longer duration of studies. Normal study period for all courses should... × 19 77
46 BAFöG. Student body should commit itself to a higher BAFöG rate... × 17
62 Accession of the student body to the fzs. The student body should... × 10 14 69 89 92
64 Better representation of the stydying for a school teaching degree at...
65 Revocability of AStA referents. The withrdawl of AStA referents by a... ×
69 Female quota for KIT employees. KIT should introduce an extensive... × 10 14 62 89 92
70 Civil clause at KIT. KIT, including the Southern campus, should adopt...
73 Vegan and organic food. Canteens and cafeterias should extend the...
77 Abolishing the maximal duration of study. The maximal duration of... × 19 44
81 Off-peak ticket with the semester fee. There should be a... × 3
82 Less competition between universities. There should be less... × 42
83 No numerus clausus. There should be no numerus clausus for courses of... ×
84 Sexism is a problem. Sexism is a current problem at the KIT. ×
85 Gender-neutral toilets. There should be gender-neutral toilets on the...
89 Vegan meals at the canteen. There should be a vegan menu at the... × 10 14 62 69 92
90 University transrapid. There should be built a transrapid between the... × 61
92 Toiletries in restrooms. There should be free toiletries in all... × 10 14 62 69 89
Total normalized Euclidean distance between the party profiles for selected
questions 29.15
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Num % Num % Num % Num % Num % Num %
FiPS 338 36.4 67 31.9 53 37.9 15 27.8 194 39.9 9 23.1
Juso 139 15.0 19 9.0 25 17.9 15 27.8 76 15.6 4 10.3
Linke 106 11.4 25 11.9 17 12.1 3 5.6 61 12.6 0 0.0
LHG 94 10.1 27 12.9 16 11.4 3 5.6 48 9.9 0 0.0
Rosa 72 7.8 22 10.5 10 7.1 9 16.7 30 6.2 1 2.6
LISTE 67 7.2 23 11.0 12 8.6 6 11.1 25 5.1 1 2.6
RCDS 36 3.9 14 6.7 3 2.1 1 1.9 18 3.7 0 0.0
Missing
vote 77 8.3 13 6.2 4 2.9 2 3.7 34 7.0 24 61.5
Total 929 100.0 210 100.0 140 100.0 54 100.0 486 100.0 39 100.0
Table 6: Statistics of answers to questions on items and weightings assigned in the 2017 experi-
mental election to the KIT Student Parliament
Weights assigned Weights not assigned
Questions answered 21938 16860 5078
Questions not answered 1287 354 933
Total 23225 17214 6011
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Table 7: Statistics on votes and the StuPa-O-Mat use in the 2017 experimental election to the





























Num % Num % Num % Num % Num % Num %
FiPS 328 39.5 66 33.8 53 39.3 15 28.8 194 43.2 0 0.0
Juso 135 16.2 19 9.7 25 18.5 15 28.8 76 16.9 0 0.0
Linke 106 12.8 25 12.8 17 12.6 3 5.8 61 13.6 0 0.0
LHG 91 11.0 26 13.3 16 11.9 3 5.8 46 10.2 0 0.0
Rosa 71 8.5 22 11.3 10 7.4 9 17.3 30 6.7 0 0.0
LISTE 65 7.8 23 11.8 12 8.9 6 11.5 24 5.3 0 0.0
RCDS 35 4.2 14 7.2 2 1.5 1 1.9 18 4.0 0 0.0
Missing
vote 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
Total 831 100.0 195 100.0 135 100.0 52 100.0 449 100.0 0 0.0
Table 8: Statistics of answers to questions on items and weightings assigned in the 2017 experi-
mental election to the KIT Student Parliament after exclusion of invalid ballots and replacements
of missing answers to neutral
Weights assigned Weights not assigned
Questions answered 20775 20775 0
Questions not answered 0 0 0
Total 20775 20775 0
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Table 9: Positions of seven student parties on 25 StuPa-O-Mat questions (+[1]—Yes, −[1]—No,
?—Missing or abstention) and balances of opinions on these questions in five sets of voters who
participated in the experiment: (a) answers of all voters, (b) answers of voters advised by the
StuPa-O-Mat, (c) answers of voters little influenced by the StuPa-O-Mat, (d) answers of StuPa-


























































Pros Cons Pros Cons Pros Cons Pros Cons Pros Cons
% % % % % % % % % %
1.3(3) − ? + − + + − 39 20 37 27 33 27 40 29 41 14
1.5(10) − + + − + − − 39 31 41 36 41 35 44 27 38 29
1.7(11) + + − + − + + 38 27 31 29 33 30 50 38 41 24
1.9(14) + − − + − + + 42 17 48 18 43 17 33 35 41 14
1.11(17) + + + − + + − 58 13 50 15 66 15 46 19 61 12
1.13(35) + − + + ? − + 33 14 27 17 32 13 52 19 33 12
1.15(36) − − + − + ? − 19 44 14 43 19 53 27 58 20 41
1.17(37) + − ? − + + − 57 14 54 16 56 19 52 17 59 12
1.19(38) + + + ? + − − 29 14 35 15 33 13 31 17 26 12
1.21(39) − + + − − ? − 19 18 15 18 19 25 25 23 21 16
1.23(41) + + + ? + − − 29 11 29 13 40 9 46 17 24 10
1.25(43) − + + − + + − 64 12 57 15 63 19 54 19 68 8
1.27(44) − + + + + + − 52 29 50 31 41 35 60 27 55 26
1.29(46) + + + − + + − 58 10 58 12 57 8 65 10 57 9
1.31(62) − + + − + − − 33 18 36 20 36 25 33 37 31 13
1.33(65) − − ? + + + + 36 14 33 18 33 21 42 19 38 10
1.35(69) − + + − + − − 15 60 10 69 11 61 10 65 19 56
1.37(77) − + + + + + − 30 46 29 50 23 56 40 44 32 42
1.39(81) − ? + − + + − 51 28 45 34 44 44 40 35 57 20
1.41(82) − + + − + + − 30 30 28 35 36 32 40 31 28 28
1.43(83) − + + − − + − 16 60 19 58 15 68 21 50 15 59
1.45(84) + + + − + − − 17 49 13 53 23 43 27 44 16 49
1.47(89) − + + − + − − 26 42 25 47 24 47 27 52 27 37
1.49(90) − − − − + + − 22 46 17 49 21 56 13 62 26 39
1.51(92) − + + − + − − 32 30 25 42 25 30 31 27 38 24
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Balance of opinionsRCDSLISTERosaLHGLinkeJusoFiPS
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Figure 2: Balance of opinions on 25 questions (blue—factual, white—normalized) in five sets of
voters who participated in the experiment and representation thereof by the 2017 KIT Student
parliament as if elected within the corresponding set of voters by the second votes (by party
name). The sets of voters are: All voters, Vote=SPoM—voters determined by the StuPa-O-Mat,
Vote≈SPoM—voters little influenced by the StuPa-O-Mat, Vote ̸=SPoM—StuPa-O-Mat users
not influenced by the StuPa-O-Mat, Non-u SPoM—non-users of the StuPa-O-Mat. The size of
a party’s bar is proportional to the ’second’ votes received in the corresponding group. A party
bar is missing if the party position on the question is indefinite.
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Balance of opinionsRCDSLISTERosaLHGLinkeJusoFiPS
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(abstensions have been omitted)
1.27(44) Longer duration of...
1.25(43) First-aid couse...
1.23(41) queer_lectures....








































Figure 2: (continued) Balance of opinions on 25 questions (blue—factual, white—normalized)
in five sets of voters who participated in the experiment and representation thereof by the 2017
KIT Student parliament as if elected within the corresponding set of voters by the second votes
(by party name). The sets of voters are: All voters, Vote=SPoM—voters determined by the
StuPa-O-Mat, Vote≈SPoM—voters little influenced by the StuPa-O-Mat, Vote̸=SPoM—StuPa-
O-Mat users not influenced by the StuPa-O-Mat, Non-u SPoM—non-users of the StuPa-O-Mat.
The size of a party’s bar is proportional to the ’second’ votes received in the corresponding
group. A party bar is missing if the party position on the question is indefinite.
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(abstensions have been omitted)
1.39(81) Off-peak ticket...
1.37(77) Abolishing the...
1.35(69) Female quota for...
1.33(65) Revocability of...

































Figure 2: (continued) Balance of opinions on 25 questions (blue—factual, white—normalized)
in five sets of voters who participated in the experiment and representation thereof by the 2017
KIT Student parliament as if elected within the corresponding set of voters by the second votes
(by party name). The sets of voters are: All voters, Vote=SPoM—voters determined by the
StuPa-O-Mat, Vote≈SPoM—voters little influenced by the StuPa-O-Mat, Vote̸=SPoM—StuPa-
O-Mat users not influenced by the StuPa-O-Mat, Non-u SPoM—non-users of the StuPa-O-Mat.
The size of a party’s bar is proportional to the ’second’ votes received in the corresponding
group. A party bar is missing if the party position on the question is indefinite.
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Balance of opinionsRCDSLISTERosaLHGLinkeJusoFiPS
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(abstensions have been omitted)
1.51(92) Toiletries in...
1.49(90) University...
1.47(89) Vegan meals at the...


































Figure 2: (continued) Balance of opinions on 25 questions (blue—factual, white—normalized)
in five sets of voters who participated in the experiment and representation thereof by the 2017
KIT Student parliament as if elected within the corresponding set of voters by the second votes
(by party name). The sets of voters are: All voters, Vote=SPoM—voters determined by the
StuPa-O-Mat, Vote≈SPoM—voters little influenced by the StuPa-O-Mat, Vote̸=SPoM—StuPa-
O-Mat users not influenced by the StuPa-O-Mat, Non-u SPoM—non-users of the StuPa-O-Mat.
The size of a party’s bar is proportional to the ’second’ votes received in the corresponding
group. A party bar is missing if the party position on the question is indefinite.
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5 Policy Representation by the Student Parties and the Student
Parliament
To measure policy representation, we use two indices, popularity and universality shown in
Figure 3. Let us trace their construction, referring to the data from Table 9 illustrated in
Figure 2. For purposes of illustration, we restrict our attention to the set of all voters and the
FiPS party.
For Question 1.3, ‘General political engagement of the Student Parliament’, the balance of
public opinion, with 39% protagonists and 20% antagonists, is shown by the upper blue bar.
The balance of opinions is normalized, that is, extended proportionally to 100%, as shown by
the box. Thereby, we assume that abstaining voters’ passive preferences for ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ are
distributed in the proportion of the protagonist-to-antagonist ratio. For Question 1.3, the FiPS







With the ‘No’ answer to Question 1.5, ‘Obligatory courses on scientific and economic ethics’, the
FiPS expresses the opinion of 31% of antagonists versus 39% of protagonists. Taking into account







and so on. Taking the µ-weighted average representativeness of the FiPS over the questions
with the FiPS’ positions (there are 25 such questions, no answers are missing), we obtain the
party’s popularity index:
PFiPS = µ1 × 0.34 + µ2 × 0.44 + · · · ≈ 0.56 (= 56%) .
The FiPS universality index is the µ-weighted percentage of questions on which it represents
a majority of voters. Again, we consider the questions with known FiPS positions: Since the
FiPS represents a majority for five of them,
UFiPS ≈ 0.63 (= 63%) .
The indices of popularity and universality for the other sets of voters and other parties are
computed in the same way. Since for each party we consider only the questions on which the
party gave definitive answers, question weights may vary, depending on the party.
In Figure 3, the parties are sorted in decreasing order of the mean of their popularity and
universality indices for five voter sets. We use the mean index because the popularity and
universality indices are highly correlated, see [Tangian 2017a].
Assuming that the StuPa’s decision on every question is made by a majority vote, we can
define the StuPa’s policy profile referring to its Yes/No decisions on all the questions and compute
its indices of popularity and universality in the same way as for a party; for the StuPa elected
by the votes for a party see Figure 3.
The last group of indices in Figure 3 shows the indices of the StuPa as if elected by the
third vote, i.e. the size of the StuPa factions are proportional to the parties’ mean indices of



























Share in all votes: 39.5%
LISTE
Mean index: 58.1
Share in all votes: 7.8%
Rosa
Mean index: 56.7
















































































Share in all votes: 12.8%
Juso
Mean index: 53.1
Share in all votes: 16.2%
LHG
Mean index: 52.8
















































































Share in all votes: 4.2%
StuPa elected by party names
Mean index: 59.8
























































Figure 3: Indices of popularity (P) and universality (U) of the KIT student parties for five voter
sets and that of the KIT Student Parliament, as if elected within the corresponding sets of voters
by party name and by mean index: a—all voters; s—voters determined by the StuPa-O-Mat,
≈—voters little influenced by the StuPa-O-Mat, ̸=—StuPa-O-Mat users not influenced by the
StuPa-O-Mat, n—non-users of the StuPa-O-Mat. The percentages of parties’ votes by name are
given for the set of all voters.
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6 Evaluation of Coalitions
In real politics, parliament factions unite in coalitions, and only those with >50% of the parlia-
ment seats are eligible to govern. The eligible coalitions are usually minimal, i.e. they contain
no more parties than necessary, because the more parties, the more complex the negotiations
and the less power enjoyed by each faction; cf. Riker’s minimum winning coalitions [Riker 1962].
For instance, the coalition FiPS–Juso–LHG is eligible but not minimal; that is, the coalition
FiPS–Juso, being itself eligible, does not need LHG.
Another important condition is the coalition compatibility reflected by the index of unanimity
— the percentage of the questions on which all the coalition factions agree. A high degree of
unanimity facilitates coalition formation, because parties with close positions cooperate more
easily. If the unanimity is below 50% the coalition is more incompatible than compatible.
Therefore, it makes sense to consider only minimal eligible coalitions with the unanimity superior
to >50%.
Coalitions are assumed to have policy profiles negotiated between the coalition member par-
ties. The way they are negotiated and how the coalition’s indices of popularity and universality
are computed are described in [Tangian 2014, Chapter 8]. We recall that coalition’s indices of
representativeness are no longer numbers but random variables, and the coalition’s popularity
and universality are understood as the expected size of the group represented and the expected
frequency in representing a majority, respectively, with their standard deviation regarded as the
estimation accuracy of the expected magnitude.
The goal of our experiment is to compare the policy representation capability of the StuPa
elected solely with the second votes (by party names) and the StuPa elected using the third
votes (by party indices). In the latter case the party faction sizes are made proportional to the
party mean indices of popularity and universality (here, we make no adjustments of percentages
to integer numbers of seats). Taking a page from real politics, we consider the StuPa dominated
by the most probable governing coalition, that is, by the minimal eligible coalition with the
highest unanimity, which is most important for coalition formation.
The upper sections of Tables 10–14 characterize minimal eligible coalitions in the 2017 StuPa
elected within the five voter sets by just their second votes (by party name); the lower sections
characterize the same thing but with StuPa seats adjusted according to the third vote. The
coalitions are numbered by decreasing unanimity, and the numbers of the coalitions in the
adjusted StuPa are marked with a ‘T’ (from ‘Third vote’). Note that, for all the indices, larger
values mean ‘better’ and are ranked higher, whereas greater standard deviations are ranked
lower, because they mean a lower index accuracy. The most probable minimal eligible coalitions,
that is, those with the highest degree of unanimity, have the numbers 1 and T1 in Tables 10–14
and are located at the top of the table sections.
Tables 10–14 are illustrated with 3D Figures 4–8, where coalitions are depicted by concate-
nated color bars whose lengths are proportional to the faction sizes. The coalition’s unanimity is
shown by the height of the flagstaff, and its XY coordinates are the coalition indices of popular-
ity and universality. The blue and red flagstaffs distinguish the coalitions of the StuPa elected
using the second and the third vote, respectively. The coalition numbers in these figures are the
same as in the associated table.
For the set of all voters, the representativeness indices of the top coalition elected by the
second vote in Table 10, FiPS–Juso, are 53.2 and 54.9. They are superior to that of the top
coalition elected by the third vote, FiPS–LHG–LISTE–RCDS, which are 52.3 and 53.6.
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Table 10: Indices of most unanimous minimal eligible coalitions in the StuPa as if elected by
the set of all voters with votes by party name and with the third vote (T), i.e. by party indices,












%/Rank %/Rank %/Rank %/Rank %/Rank %/Rank
1 FiPS–LHG 50.4/1 70.9/1 53.2/1 ±2.8/1 54.9/1 ±7.3/1
Coalitions by the third vote (T)
1T FiPS–LHG–LISTE–RCDS 56.2/2 35.4/1 52.3/1 ±1.7/1 53.6/2 ±5.2/1



























     
     
     
     
     
    








Figure 4: Visualization of Table 10
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Table 11: Indices of most unanimous minimal eligible coalitions in the StuPa as if elected by
the set of voters advised by the StuPa-O-Mat with votes by party name and with the third vote













%/Rank %/Rank %/Rank %/Rank %/Rank %/Rank
1 FiPS–LHG–RCDS 54.4/1 63.5/1 52.5/1 ±1.9/1 58.4/1 ±6.9/1
Coalitions by the third vote (T)
1T FiPS–LHG–LISTE–RCDS 59.9/1 35.4/1 52.3/1 ±1.5/2 57.0/1 ±5.2/1




























     
     
     
     
     
    








Figure 5: Visualization of Table 11
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Table 12: Indices of most unanimous minimal eligible coalitions in the StuPa as if elected by
the set of voters little influenced by the StuPa-O-Mat with votes by party name and with the
third vote (T), i.e. by party indices, computed for the impact of faction weights on the coalition












%/Rank %/Rank %/Rank %/Rank %/Rank %/Rank
1 FiPS–LHG 51.1/1 71.6/1 53.8/1 ±2.0/1 58.9/1 ±7.4/1
Coalitions by the third vote (T)
1T FiPS–LHG–LISTE–RCDS 59.2/1 35.6/1 52.1/1 ±1.3/1 57.1/1 ±5.2/2





























     
     
     
     
     
    








Figure 6: Visualization of Table 12
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Table 13: Indices of most unanimous minimal eligible coalitions in the StuPa as if elected by
the set of StuPa-O-Mat users not influenced by the StuPa-O-Mat with votes by party name and
with the third vote (T), i.e. by party indices, computed for the impact of faction weights on the












%/Rank %/Rank %/Rank %/Rank %/Rank %/Rank
1 Juso–Linke–Rosa 51.9/1 68.8/1 51.2/1 ±2.0/1 56.0/1 ±7.4/1
Coalitions by the third vote (T)
1T FiPS–LHG–LISTE–RCDS 54.8/2 36.1/1 51.9/1 ±1.3/1 51.8/2 ±5.3/2

































     
     
     
     
     
    








Figure 7: Visualization of Table 13
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Table 14: Indices of most unanimous minimal eligible coalitions in the StuPa as if elected by the
set of non-users of the StuPa-O-Mat with votes by party name and with the third vote (T), i.e.












%/Rank %/Rank %/Rank %/Rank %/Rank %/Rank
1 FiPS–LHG 53.5/1 70.7/1 51.3/1 ±1.9/1 56.1/1 ±7.1/1
Coalitions by the third vote (T)
1T FiPS–LHG–LISTE–RCDS 55.2/2 35.3/1 51.1/2 ±1.1/1 54.9/2 ±5.2/2



























     
     
     
     
     
    








Figure 8: Visualization of Table 14
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For other sets of voters the situation is similar. However, the unanimity of these minimum
eligible coalitions does not attain even 40%, meaning that these coalitions are not realisric. This
is caused by the third vote’s effect of equalization of party factions observed in Figure 3. We
obtain seven almost equal, consequently, rather small factions, implying that eligible coalitions
must have at least four member parties with low percentage of common unanimity.
This observation can particularly explain why StuPa does not practice coalition building
but operates on the basis of general majority vote. Our experiment is well in agreement with
this practice; Moreover, the Third Vote improves the StuPa representativeness only if StuPa
operates on the basis of majority vote; and it is not the case if StuPa is steered by coalitions.
7 Equalization of the StuPa Factions under the Experimental
Election
As seen from Figure 3, the 13%-gain3 in the StuPa representativeness (this percentage follows
from the ratio between the mean index 67.6 of the StuPa elected by the third vote and that of
the StuPa elected by party name — 59.8), is attained at the price of equalizing the StuPa party
factions. According to Figure 3, the range of party faction sizes in the StuPa elected by party
names has the ratio
Votes of the experimental election winner, FiPS





whereas that in case of the StuPa elected with the third vote (with the faction sizes being
proportional to the parties’ mean indices of representativeness) is equal to
Index of the experimental election winner, FiPS





One cause of this effect is the way the parties represent electoral groups. In traditional
elections — by party name — each party is supported exclusively by their voters, so that the
electorate is divided into as many groups as the number of parties. Big parties attract numerous
voters, as opposed to small parties with relatively few adherents. In elections based on the indices
of representativeness, each party on each issue is supported by either the group of protagonists or
that of antagonists. In a sense, the adherents of large parties ‘vote’ simultaneously for the small
parties that share the same position. These united groups of voters contribute to the indices
of small parties, resulting in equalization of the indices and, correspondingly, of parliament
factions.
Another cause of this effect is the way the questions for the experimental electoral ballots
are selected. Let us try to analyze the situation applying principal component analysis (PCA).
We recall that PCA is a technique of dimensionality reduction based on linear transformations.
It approximates a ‘cloud of observations’, given as vectors in a multi-dimensional space (in
our case the 25-dimensional vectors of policy profiles), by an ellipsoid whose first diameter is
directed along the observations’ maximal variance, the second diameter is directed along the
second maximal variance, etc. These orthogonal diameters are called principal components
(strictly speaking, each ‘principal component’ consists of projections of observations’ on one
of the diameters), because the first principal components ‘explain’ most of the variance, so
that other dimensions can be omitted without much loss of information. The observations’
3It should be taken into account that the 50%-representativeness corresponds to the situation when on every
issue a parliament represents a majority or a minority of the society with equal chances 50:50, being independent
of public opinion. Therefore, to speak of ‘real representativeness’ we have to consider only the segment of
representativeness 50–100%, where 13% looks quasi as 26%.
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projections on this low-dimensional subspace well approximate the relations between the original
complete observations. The new orthogonal axes are linear combinations of the initial axes
and can be interpreted either as composite factors or just as a geometric characteristic of the
set of observations. For an introduction to PCA see [Husson et al. 2011, Hyun et al. 2009,
Jackson 1988, Krzanowski 1988, Seber 1984].
How to analyze a set of 25-dimensional vectors of policy profiles (either of the parties, or
of the voters)? Since we pay attention to distances between them, we apply PCA not to the
vectors themselves but to the matrix of their pairwise correlations. This is a standard way to
represent vectors with respect to their proximity [Friendly 2002, Friendly and Kwan 2003]. We
explain the idea using an example of making a 2D map of a country. Let n reference points,
e.g. cities, be given as 3D vectors located on the 3D globe. If the country is small, the least
significant dimension associated with the earth’s curvature is omitted and only North–South and
East–West directions (explained by two principal components) are retained. However, in the
case of Chile, which is a North–South strip 4250 km long and on average 180 km wide, the first
component is associated with the North–South direction, the second with the earth’s curvature,
and the least significant third component with the East–West direction. Then the Chile map
based on the first and second components would look like an arc — the side view of Chile on the
globe — instead of the usual bird’s-eye view. In fact, to make a map, we instead need to reflect
the air distances between the cities. Therefore, cities are associated with (n× 1)-vectors of their
distances to other cities, and the dimensionality reduction is applied to the (n × n)-matrix of
intercity distances rather than to the (3× n)-matrix of 3D city spatial coordinates. Therefore,
in this type of applications, it is usual to apply PCA not to the observations’ vectors but to the
matrix of their pairwise correlations.
As advised in the sources cited, we apply PCA to the matrix of correlations between the
parties’ policy profiles in Table 9, where +/−/? stand for +1/−1/0, respectively. In our model,
this (7× 7)-correlation matrix characterizes the reciprocal proximity between the seven parties
and plays the same role as the matrix of intercity distances in the Chile example (whereas the
(25× 7)-matrix in Table 9 is analogous to the set of the cities’ 3D coordinates). Table 15 shows
that already the first two principal components ‘explain’ 87% of the total variance, meaning
that the seven party vectors are spatially located ‘almost’ in a two-dimensional subspace of the
first two principal components depicted in Figure 9. Since the dimensionality reduction is fairly
accurate, the distances between the parties’ policy profiles are approximately proportional to the
angles between the party vectors. The greatest angle corresponds to the largest distance, and
the circular ordering can be cut there and unfolded to a linear one: LISTE–Rosa–Linke–Juso–
FiPS–LHG–RCDS. This gives a rather plausible left–right political spectrum of the StuPa. In
Figure 9, the LISTE with its parodical character stands somewhat apart and can be interpreted
rather as an ideological outsider.
Following the same logic, we also apply PCA to the matrix of pairwise correlations between
the voters’ policy profiles. According to Table 16, to ‘explain’ the same 87% of the variance, 15
principal components are required. We see that the dimensionality of the spatial location of the
electorate’s policy profiles is much higher than that of the StuPa. In other words, the student
parties do not capture the diversity of the electorate’s policy preferences. Since no student party
can significantly increase the dimensionality of the student parliament’s policy representation,
their contributions to the latter are more or less similar, and this additionally aggravates the
equalization of StuPa factions.
It shouldn’t be forgotten that all the computations are made for the 25-dimensional policy
profiles, whose dimensions (questions) are selected from 94 by maximizing the distances between
policy profiles. This criterion retains those questions that contribute to the first principal com-
ponents as the largest diameters at the cost of other principal components. This makes the
StuPa political spectrum too flat to reflect the multi-dimensional diversity of the electorate.
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Table 15: Principal component analysis of (7 × 7)-matrix of pairwise correlations between 25-
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Figure 9: Principal component analysis of (7 × 7)-matrix of pairwise correlations between 25-
dimensional policy profiles of seven student parties: eigenvector plot with the angles between
the party vectors reflecting their proximity
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Table 16: Principal component analysis of (831 × 831)-matrix of pairwise correlations between



































8 Discussion: Current Challenges and Further Goals
The equalization effect of party indices and, correspondingly, of party parliament factions cannot
be considered harmful itself. Indeed, policy representativeness of big parties with numerous
adherents is not necessarily many times superior than that of small parties supported by a few
voters. Moreover, we observe that this effect is accompanied by a significantly better policy
representation by a parliament. So, where is the problem?
In fact, there are two points, both beyond the notion of policy representation we focus on.
The first one is that the relations between parties and the electorate, understood in a broad
sense, are not reduced to policy representation only. Large parties are much more closer to the
electorate due to networking, experience, traditions, etc., which cannot be ignored and should
be reflected in the size of parliament factions.
The second point is coalition building. If parties are numerous then the equalization effect
results in small parliament factions. To have 50% of parliament seats in our experiment, a
governing coalition must include four parties, whose policy profiles are rather non-compatible
than compatible. This is reflected by the unanimity of eligible coalitions under 40%, which
practically excludes any coalition building. All of these result in the lack of parliamentary
majority consensus which is usually implemented in a governing coalition. And with no such a
majority consensus the work of a parliament cannot be efficient.
An evident solution to reducing the equalization effect is to consider a (weighted) combination
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of the traditional and alternative election methods. At the same time, the implementation of the
latter can be modified. It should be noted that the first cause of the equalization effect — the
way the parties represent voter groups under the alternative elections — is hardly to be tackled,
because it is linked to the definition of indices of representativeness. However, we can consider
the second cause — the way the list of questions is reduced, because we do it using a procedure
based on a criterion of our choice. We can try to replace the criterion—maximization of distances
between the parties’ policy profiles—with another one to enhance the multi-dimensionality of
the spatial location of the parties’ policy profiles. Let us proceed in the following way.
As one can see in Table 15, the contribution of the first principal component to the total
variance overweights that of all other components. Our goal is to reduce it and, whenever
possible, to equalize the variances of all principal components. In other words, the selection of
25 out of 94 questions should aim at approaching a 7-dimensional ball of parties’ policy profiles
instead of obtaining a flattened ellipsoid in our experiment.
Let us denote six principal component variances in the second column of Table 15 by
v1, . . . , v6. Since they all ‘explain’ 100% of the variance (
∑
i vi = 1), the measure of their diver-




i . It plainly appears that its minimum is
attained at the point of equal variances vi = 1/6 and its maxima — when one of the variances




i → min, we run our model of
stepwise removal of questions to select a short list of 30 and then apply the exhaustive search
of 25 questions out of 30 to get the final list. This procedure is illustrated in Tables 17 and 18
obtained similarly to Tables 3 and 4. Going this way, we have however two obstacles.
1. We cannot apply PCA to the matrix of correlations between the remainders of parties’
policy profiles while looking for the question to remove at each step. After rejection of a
question, some policy profiles are constant, consisting of 1s only or of −1s or of 0s, resulting
in indefinite correlations with such vectors (the denominator = 0) and impossibility of
applying PCA. Therefore, instead of matrices of correlations between policy profiles we
use matrices of their distances. This minor modification of the standard method has the
same underlying idea of referring to vectors’ proximity and is free of indefinite cases.
2. Under the new criterion, the stepwise rejection of questions is less reliable to obtain op-
timal selections. To compare: the total Euclidean distance in Tables 3–4 increases from
28.92 for 30 questions to 29.15 for 25 questions both under the stepwise rejection and
exhaustive search, whereas in Table 17 the total squared variance decreases from 0.1796
for 30 questions to 0.1791 for 25 questions and under the exhaustive search in Table 18 it
decreases to 0.1788. It implies that under the new criterion the short list must be much
longer, for instance, instead of 30 it should contain 35 questions, making computations
significantly more complex.
Table 18 illustrates the large difference between the selections of 25 out of 94 questions under
the two criteria: they have only five common questions, and their evaluations at the bottom of
the table indicates at their very different properties. Indeed, the principal component variances
for the second selection in Table 19 are rather well equalized. Since the first two principal
components ‘explain’ only 44.26% of the total variance, the 2D map of the StuPa spectrum
based on the first two components in Figure 10 is no longer accurate, because most of the party
vectors are located outside of these two dimensions.
Table 20 characterizes the spatial location of the voters’ policy profiles. Here, on the contrary,
the principal component variances are less equalized than in Table 16. This observation gives
a hope that the new criterion, providing a better spatial coverage of electorate’s preferences by
the party policy profiles, could reduce the equalization effect of the parties’ factions. However,
to test this, a new experiment with another design could be helpful.
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Table 17: Stepwise reduction of the list of 94 questions by minimizing at each step the to-
tal squared variance of principal components of the (7 × 7)-matrix of distances between the
















































































































Table 18: Final lists of 25 questions and the questions with highly (also highly negatively)
correlated party positions (|ρ| > 0.99)
















3 General political engagemnt of student parliament. The... × 81
6 Replacement of basic lectures (which are hold during the... ×
8 Fewer student deputies in the university commitees. The... × 4 25
10 Compulsury module on ethics in research and science. The... × 14 62 69 89 92
11 Lower semester contribution to the student body. The... × ×
14 Reduce student contributions for AStA referents. The... × 10 62 69 89 92
17 Projects ‘against the right’. The student body should be... × 46
20 Further use of the exposure unit. For a meaningful reuse... ×
21 New floor for the Hall (AKK). The hall in the old stadium... ×
25 No Unifest. The Unifest should be abolished. × 4 8
26 Smaller Unifest. The Unifest should be organized at a... ×
28 No sponsoring for the Unifest. The Unifest should not be... ×
29 StuPa election in winter. The StuPa elections should be... ×
33 Free distribution of budget surpluses. Budget surpluses... ×
35 Consultation hours of AStA referents. Every AStA referent... × ×
36 Fewer student applicants for a proposal in StuPa. Number... ×
37 Stricter presence in the student parliament. StuPa... × ×
38 Student contributions to the AStA graphic design office.... × 41
39 Expansion of the AStA staff. More people should be... × ×
41 queer lectures. Queer lectures (open lectures on... × 38
42 Offer of self-defense training. The student body should... × 82
44 Longer duration of studies. Normal study period for all... × 19 77
46 BAFöG. Student body should commit itself to a higher BAFöG... × 17
51 Goldfish pond at the Forum. A goldfish pond should be... ×
55 Availability of seminar rooms at the learning center. The... × 2 9 43 59 63 78
59 Fewer StuPa delegates. The number of StuPa delegates... × 2 9 43 55 63 78
60 Foreign student quotas. There should be compulsory quotas... ×
62 Accession of the student body to the fzs. The student body... × 10 14 69 89 92
63 Abolition of the united student body. The united student... × 2 9 43 55 59 78
65 Revocability of AStA referents. The withrdawl of AStA... × ×
69 Female quota for KIT employees. KIT should introduce an... × 10 14 62 89 92
71 General tuition fees. There should be general tuition fees. ×
76 More content beyond the courses’ subject domains. The... ×
77 Abolishing the maximal duration of study. The maximal... × 19 44
78 Guaranteed master places for internal KIT applicants. The... × 2 9 43 55 59 63
79 Guaranteed kindergarten places. There should be guaranteed... ×
81 Off-peak ticket with the semester fee. There should be a... × 3
82 Less competition between universities. There should be... × 42
83 No numerus clausus. There should be no numerus clausus for... ×
84 Sexism is a problem. Sexism is a current problem at the... ×
87 Unconditioned BAFöG (statutory subsidies for students).... ×
89 Vegan meals at the canteen. There should be a vegan menu... × 10 14 62 69 92
90 University transrapid. There should be built a transrapid... × 61
92 Toiletries in restrooms. There should be free toiletries... × 10 14 62 69 89
93 More desks to study during exams. There should be more... ×
Total normalized Euclidean distance between party profiles for
selected questions 29.15 20.87
Total squared variance of principal components of Euclidean dis-
tances between party profiles for selected questions 0.4697 0.1788
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Table 19: Principal component analysis of the matrix of distances between the parties’ 25-
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Figure 10: Principal component analysis of the matrix of Euclidean distances between the
parties’ 25-dimensional policy profiles: eigenvector plot with the distances between the party
profiles being approximately proportional to the angles between the vectors.
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Table 20: Principal component analysis of (7 × 7)-matrix of Euclidean distances between 25-



































The 2017 experiment confirms that the Third Vote election method can improve policy repre-
sentation of a parliament. For the traditional election method (by the second vote, i.e. by party
name), a comparable parliament representativeness is observed only if the voters are StuPa-O-
Mat users.
Although the Third Vote uses the same data as the StuPa-O-Mat, the underlying idea is
different. The StuPa-O-Mat finds the party whose policy profile best matches that of the given
voter, following the traditional philosophy of individual determination. In our experiment, the
electorate is considered as a single body with its collective policy profile. Unlike in StuPa-O-
Mat, individual choices are not prompted, but the balance of public opinion is determined for
every question. In a sense, voting by name is replaced with several referenda, which are used
to measure the degree to which the parties’ policy profiles match that of the electorate. This
approach follows the philosophy of public determination, and the election outcome can be differ-
ent; see [Tangian 2017b, Section 2]. In a sense, we attempt to bridge direct and representative
democracies, making the latter ‘more democratic’ and ‘more representative’.
As the previous 2016 Third Vote experiment, the actual one shows that selection of questions
for electoral ballots remains to be one of most critical points. From two difficulties revealed in
2016, one is surmounted. Comparing with the previous year, the actual experiment is designed to
exclude any claim of manipulation of election outcomes due to partiality in selecting questions.
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Now the questions are formulated not by a special commission as before but by the parties
themselves, within the electoral campaign, and the final selection is made using a dedicated
optimization model.
On the other hand, the equalization effect of party parliament factions is still persisting. The
experiment shows that the current optimization criterion for selecting questions — maximization
of distances between parties’ policy profiles — operates at the price of reducing the diversity of
their spatial locations, resulting in insufficient matching with the multi-dimensional distribution
of voters’ profiles. To resolve this mismatch, a criterion to enhance the multi-dimensionality of
the spatial location of the party profiles is proposed and analyzed.
The reasons mentioned above and discussed in [Tangian 2017b] speak for combining the
traditional and alternative election methods. In particular, we must take into account the
unwillingness of some voters to fill in long electoral ballots, as observed in our experiment.
Under such a combination, parties can be evaluated using a weighted average of percentages
of parties’ votes and percentages proportional to their indices of representativeness. Voting by
party name can operate as an eligibility filter as well: say, according to the German law, only
the parties that receive 5% of the votes get parliament seats. Among other things, such a filter
reduces the number of eligible parties, making parliament factions larger. Since fewer parties
are needed to build governing coalitions, the latter become more compatible, as compared with
the coalitions considered in this paper.
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